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Russell Seguin has completed his fourth degree (he has an M.B.A. in addition to a B.S. and M.S. in 
Chemistry), and is out working in the real world. He is presently the Staff Scientist at Hydrolab (Austin, 
Texas)"where they are developing new turbidity and conductivity sensors to be released later this year. He 
will be presenting the instrumentation he developed for his Ph.D. at the Oceans '96 meeting in Orlando, 
Florida. He plans to stay with Hydrolab as long as the work remains interesting and work his way up the 
ranks. He· has bought a house in Pflugerville and .each child now has his/her own room; this is of great 
advantage from a parental, as well as a child's, perspective. Many who know Russell, know him more as 

·a father and single parent than just another student. While working on his Ph.D. in Analytical Chemistry 
(equivalent to a double time job), he also raised his three children. As an active participant in their lives, 
he coached soccer and basketball, and helped organize many science projects. 
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Russell's children, Sarah, Alex, and Jennifer, are doing well and making new friends. They miss their 
friends in Port Aransas and regularly ask their dad to bring them here for a vacation. The kids continue 
to make straight A's, and will be in the band and play soccer in the fall. They are presently participating 
in the local library's summer reading program and Russell is making them write a report each week about 
what they read. Isn't there a reason they call this summer vacation??? 

Those of us who know Russell, miss him dearly and wish him the best with his future. We also miss his 
children. -Christine Ritter 
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NITROGENOUS COMPOUNDS IN THE NUECES RIVER AND BAY 
AND THE IMPACT OF A SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT 

Russell J. Seguin, Ph.D. 
Supervisor: Patrick L. Parker 

Co-supervisor: Terry E. Whitledge 

The Nueces River and Bay were monitored every 2-4 weeks for 19 months for ammonia, nitrite, nitrate, 
phosphate, silicate, salinity, water level, river current and volume of water discharged from a sewage 
treatment plant located 10 km from the mouth of the river. A second sewage treatment plant discharging 
directly into the bay was also studied. Seasonal variations were explored, as well as geographic distribution 
of the nutrients. Measurements of dissolved organic nitrogen, particulate nitrogen, and estimates of 
nitrogen fixation, denitrification, sedimentation, other anthropogenic inputs, rainfall, and water exchange 
allowed calculation of the entire nitrogen budget for the river and bay. 

A variety of ion selective electrodes were evaluated for use as monitors of dissolved nitrogenous species in 
natural waters. A field ammonium monitor (FAM) was developed using a flow-through ammonia gas 
electrode, and deployed for up to 10 consecutive days in the outfall of the two sewage treatment plants. 
The instrument performed automatic calibrations and sample analysis every hour via on-board mixing of 
the sample with a basic solution prior to measuring the partial pressure of ammonia. For water samples 
containing 10-500 micromolar ammonia, the instrument analyses compared favorably with a Technicon 
AutoAnalyzer II employing the Berthelot reaction and measuring the adsorption ofindophenol blue at 637 
nm. The ammonium outputs of the plants were found to be highly variable on a daily basis, indicating the 
need for more frequent monitoring than the typical weekly or monthly sampling. 

An ammonium ion selective electrode was also used to monitor the Nueces River, using an additional 
temperature, pH and conductivity probe to calculate the sample water's ammonium ion activity. These 
waters contained a significant amount of seawater; the relatively high levels of sodium and potassium 
interfered with the ion selective membrane of the probe. An attempt to compensate for these interferences 
was only partially successful, confirming that the field use of ammonium ion electrodes is only possible in 
low conductivity fresh waters. The FAM, however, exhibited little salinity interference. 
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How the Institute got its permanent building - With the help of the Budget Council 
in Austin and Legislator support from Corpus Christi, we eventually got the Faculty Building Committee 
to put us on the University-wide new building list. However, we were on the bottom of the priority list and 
we were advised that we might get to the top in 50 years if ever. President Logan Wilson said we might 
do better if we had a matching endowment. I sought out E. J. Lund who by then was rumored to be a 
millionaire from his real estate dealing. Earlier Lund had been fired from tenure in Zoology for not 
teaching as ordered by T. S. Painter. At Port Aransas I had found a thick file, the proceedings of the trial 
by AAUP procedures, but decided that we didn't need that hanging over our new Institute. So I took it back 
to the Zoology Department which was also trying to forget. At a dinner in Austin Lund said he would give 
the University a highly priced Sports Palace in downtown Austin ifthe administration would move us from 
bottom to the top of the list. So we got the building the next year. But after it was built, when it came 
time for the property transfer, it came with a condition that the university had to operate the sports palace 
(not sell it). Of course, a state university could not do this and consequently the endowment was never 
received. Thus Lund got even with the main university while helping the marine station he founded. I was 
too naive to see it coming, and the administration was not so friendly after that. (Guess who picked up the 
dinner tab for the Lund-Odum dinner?) -H. T. Odum 

•As I mentioned in my cruise report our last LONGHORN cruise was a great success and an enjoyable 
experience. All of the ship's gear performed well. The cruise would not have gone so smoothly without the 
expert assistance of the crew. Hayden Abel and Randy Pritchard were particularly helpful, and Chuck Rowe 
kept the CTD operations running without a fiaw. I look forward to future cruises on the LONGHORN, and 
I hope the NSF agrees when I submit a renewal proposal later this year. 
(from Ron Benner) 

• "How do I do this? What do I do about that? Where's the form? 11 Ah, it's almost like I never left. I was 
caught up in the Suttle Lab whirlwind and didn't get a chance to tell y'all thanks for all the help you gave 
me while I was there. All of you really give above-and-beyond help that is required and I just wanted to tell 
y'all thanks again. Take care. 
(To Kathy Quade, JoAnn Page, and Patty Webb from Kristen Rodda) 

BLESSED ARE THEY WHO REQUEST PERMISSION TO TRAVEL IN ADVANCE 

Listen pardner, be advised that you need to complete your Travel Worksheet and 
obtain your supervisor's signature at least two days before you travel (even field trips). 
Turn in your worksheet to the sweet little Lynn Amos lady in the specially marked in
box on her desk or she will kill you. Reimbursement may not be approved if you fail 
to process travel authorizations in advance. Our Acting Head Honcho, Dr. Whitledge, 
has received a report from the UT internal auditors that sometimes our travel 
authorizations are after-the fact; and that is a big no-no putting us in deep do-do. 

-Walker 
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Cruise #96-664- The purpose of this cruise was to collect biological and chemical 
measurements to develop a model to estimate seagrass production in the Laguna Madre. 
Ken Dunton was the Chief Scientist; sponsor was the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. It 

.. ... , was a joint cruise with Texas A & M University. TAMU personnel included Peter 
~7.;}~~ Eldridge, Jeff Koraas, Jeffry Movin, Creig Cooper, and John Morse (Principal 

~S Investigator). UTMSI personnel included Jim Kaldy, Heather Alexander, Carina 
-~ Chiscano, Kelly Machalek, Christine Weilhoefer, Kun-Seop Lee, and Ken Dunton 

(Principal Investigator). The trip got undenvay at 0445 June 3 and terminated back at Port Aransas at 
1630 June 7. All work was in the Laguna Madre and port was made at Port Isabel and Port Mansfield. 
Intensive use of small boats (JEFFERSON, BIG WHALER, ROUGHNECK) was made. Chief Scientist 
Dunton reported: The support of the crew in small boat operations and their participation in the field was 
exemplary. Deployment and retrieval of small boats was very efficient; flexibility of Captain and Crew in 
helping us meet our objectives, particularly with as many as three field parties working simultaneously was 
excellent. The food preparation was very good, quality much improved over past expeditions. The cook 
worked very hard, and the results were obvious. 

Cruise #96-665- Dr. Paul Montagn~'s Marine Invertebrates class (MNS £354) enjoyed a day cruise 
aboard the RIV LONGHORN on June 13. With seas two to three feet, moderate winds, and clear water 
the students went snorkeling around a rig 15 miles offshore from Port Aransas. Two trawls, CTDs, and 
mud grabs were also done. Paul Montagna was Chief Scientist and Greg Street was aboard as the Teaching 
Assistant. Summer students at MSI making the trip were Miguel Flores, Brandi Short, Tracy Decker, 
Martha Gomez, Heather Alexander, Lesley Cooper, Jennifer Foxx, Rene Mariscal, Mark Harvey, and Malik 
Tamimi. 

Cruise #96-666- This cruise was another buoy-tending operation for the Texas Parks and Wildlife 
Department's artificial reef program. The cruise got underway at 0015 June 17, arriving on station at High 
IslandA-341 reef site at 1830 hours and deployed two buoys. RIV LONGHORN then proceeded to Freeport 
to take aboard personnel from the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, proceeding to the Vancouver 
Liberty Ship site and replaced a buoy, finally returning to Freeport to unload a buoy and TPWD personnel 
and make port back in Port Aransas by 0230 of June 19. Great weather made buoy deployment easy. 

-Noe Cantu 

• Dr. Richard Watson, Consulting Geologist, Port Aransas, Texas, Coastal Processes and Water Inlets, 
June 14. 

• Dr. Paul Montagna, UTMSI, Mercury in Lavaca Bay food webs, June 21. 

• Dr. David Maidment, UT Center for Research in Water Resources, Assessment of nonpoint source 
pollution in the San Antonio - Nueces Basin using a GIS, June 28. 
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Posters: 

• Manuel Andres Soto, Department of Marine Science, Food habits of larval and juvenile red drum 
(Sciaenops ocellatus) and Atlantic croaker, (Micropogonias undulatus). 
• Cynthia K. Faulk, Department of Marine Science, Effect of parental exposure to sublethal doses 

of o,p' -DDT on spontaneous swimming activity of larval Micropongonias undulatus (Sciaenidae). 
•Claire Fernandez, Department of Marine Science, The effects of temperature on RNA/ DNA ratios 

in larval red drum Sciaenops ocellatus. 
• Dr. Joan Holt, UTMSI, Larval and juvenile development of laboratory spawned cubbyu, Equetus 

umbrosus. 

Oral presentations: 

• Scott Holt, UTMSI, Age and growth of red drum (Sciaenops ocellatus) larvae immigrating through 
a tidal inlet. 
• Jay Rooker, Department of Marine Science, Distribution of newly settled red drum (Sciaenops 

ocellatus) in estuarine nursery habitats: relationships to condition and growth. 
• Kirsten Poling, Department of Marine Science, Sensory structure and function in larvae of two 

related fishes. 
• Dr. Lee Fuiman, UTMSI, What a drag it is getting cold: does water temperature really affect 

hydrodynamics? 

•In reply to the last issue of your Newsletter Lazarette Gazette about the Odum period 1956-63, I would 
say only that it tak.es more than energy to be a good administrator and that learning on the job the hard way 
is pretty painful for everyone. I am enclosing an item of history on how the permanent building was 
obtained. Also enclosed for your library are two new books that culminate our 25 year effort that started 
with the Marine Resource Program at Port Aransas to establish a scientific value system. (Odum, H. T. 1996, 
Environmental Accounting, Emergy and Decision Making, John Wiley, N. Y. 386 pp. and Hall, C.M. 1995, 
The Ideas and Applications of H. T. Odum, University of Colorado Press, Niwot, Colo.). Sincerely, 
(from H. T. Odum, Graduate Research Professor, Emeritus, University of Florida) 

• Congratulations! Your working for HTO really caught the fiavor of the time. In fact, the whole issue of 
the Gazette did. I enjoyed it very much. Another quote you might have mentioned was the famous "The Bays 
of Texas breath in and out" which started one of the articles in the PIMS and damn near didn't get 
published because the reviewers thought it "unscientific". Congratulations again on a great issue. 
(from Robert J. Beyers, Ph.D., 1962, Professor, University South Alabama) 

• Lasso any runaway barges lately? The LazGaz is great, except for certain tall tales and outright lies by 
"Blade" Morgan (a lie in itself) and F. Parker. Lexa Crane, previously Frishman, visited Joyce and me in 
Seattle about a month ago. We talked over old times and told her about the Lazarette Gazette. Lexa would 
like to be put on the mailing list if possible. Her address is: Lexa Crane, Director, Whelden Memorial 
Library, Meetinghouse Way Route 149, P. 0. Box 147, West Barnstable, MA 02668, Best regards and many 
thanks. 
(from John Hedges, Ph.D., 1974, Professor, University of Washington) 
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The beaming four year old is my niece, Megan Lynn Meerscheidt. (if that ain't a mouthful!) She lives in Ingleside with her mom, Becky, 
who is my closest sister and her father, Jesse. If you ask her how old she is she still holds up three fingers and when you try to correct 
her, she will tell you "I don't want to be that many!' Good thing, they grow up fast enough as it is! As far as Aunt Patty is concerned, 
Megan is perfect! -Patty Webb 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THE LAZ GAZ! June is the anniversary month for the Lazarette 
Gazette. Our first issue was in June of 1992, so we are now four years old (currently in edition #5 because 
we change edition numbers each January). I want to thank all our many contributors for their help with 
the LazGaz. Please keep up the good work. For the benefit of those elite erudite sophisticates who have 
recently joined the readership ranks: 

* Lazarette Gazette - Gazette, a newspaper; Lazarette sounds good with Gazette and is a nautical term, 
a kind of storeroom, may contain all sorts of things. 
*The Lazarette Gazette is published with non-appropriated funds. 
* Egabrag Woes - scow garbage spelled backwards. History and whatever, usually by the editor, within 
(appropriately) this section. 
*Format & etc. - Newsletters are supposed to be nicely in columns and have lots of white space, but our 
readers read lots of books and like our format and most say they prefer we use the paper to write on (some 
say we are already cutting down too many trees for the LazGaz). 
* M:cI He 3 Ha. e M - our Russian correspondent; name roughly translates into who krwws; solely responsible 
for anything in the Lazarette Gazette you find objectionable or erroneous. 
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Travel ending between June 8 and June 21 

+Peter Thomas, June 10-16, Milwaukee, Wisconsin and Minneapolis/St. Paul, Minnesota, NIH review and 
collaborative research. 
+Ellery lngall, June 11-16, Bremen, Germany, to evaluate mass spectrometry system. 
+Beau Hardegree, June 11-16, Port Isabel, to conduct research in the lower Laguna Madre. 
+Kirsten Poling, June 13-19, New Orleans, Louisiana, present paper, Sensory structure and function in 
larvae of two related fishes, at the 76th annual meeting of the American Society of Ichthyologists and 
Herpetologists, Early Life History Section of the 20th Annual Larval Fish Conference. 
+Cynthia Faulk, June 13-19, New Orleans, Louisiana, present poster, Effect of parental exposure to 
sublethal dose of 0, P' -DDT on spontaneous activity of larval Micropogonias undulatus (Sciaenidae), at the 
76th annual meeting of the American Society of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists, Early Life History 
Section of the 20th Annual Larval Fish Conference. 
+Anna Fernandez, June 13-19, New Orleans, Louisiana, present poster, The effects of temperature on 
RNA/ DNA ratio in larval Red Drum, at the 76th annual meeting of the American Society oflchthyologists 
and Herpetologists, Early Life History Section of the 20th Annual Larval Fish Conference. 
+Jay Rooker, June 13-19, New Orleans, Louisiana, present paper, Distribution of newly settled Red Drum 
(Sciaenops oceolatus) in estuarine nursery habitats: Relationships to condition and growth, at the 76th 
annual meeting of the American Society of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists, Early Life History Section 
of the 20th Annual Larval Fish Conference. · 
+Joan Holt, June 13-19, New Orleans, Louisiana, chair session on larval fish condition and present paper, 
Larval and juvenile development of laboratory spawned Cubbyu (Equetus umbrosus), at the 76th annual 
meeting of the American Society of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists, Early Life History Section of the 20th 
Annual Larval Fish Conference. 
+Scott Holt, June. 13-19, New Orleans, Louisiana, present paper, Age and growth of Red Drum larvae 
immigrating through a tidal inlet, at the 76th annual meeting of the American Society oflchthyologists and 
Herpetologists, Early Life History Section of the 20th Annual Larval Fish Conference. 
+Paul Montagna, June 19-20, Port Lavaca, present paper, Mercury accumulation in Lavaca Bay food webs, 
and participate in workshop. 
+Lee Fuiman, June 13-19, New Orleans, Louisiana, present paper, What a drag it is getting cold: Does 
water temperature really affect hydrodynamics, at the 76th annual meeting of the American Society of 
Ichthyologist and Herpetologists Early Life History Section of the 20th Annual Larval Fish Conference. 
+Todd Sperry, June 17-22, Los Angeles, California, collection of fish from Dana Point, California in 
connection with work sponsored by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife. 
+Terry Whitledge, June 24-26, Davenport, Iowa, present paper at technical workshop on Hypoxia in the 
Gulf of Mexico. 
+Anna Loomis, June 11-28, Minneapolis Minnesota, conduct collaborative research on funded project at 
the University of Minnesota. 

MAJOR COUP FOR UTMSI STUDENTS AT NEW ORLEANS CONFERENCE 

In a major coup at a scientific conference, students from UTMSI brought home first and second place 
awards for their research presentations! 
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Jay Rooker received the Sally Richardson Award for best student paper in the Larval Fish Conference for 
his talk "Distribution of newly settled red drum (Sciaenops ocellatus) in estuarine nursery habitats: 
relationship to condition and growth". Jay is working on a project directed by Joan Holt (his graduate 
advisor) and Scott Holt on the role of biotic and a biotic factors in transport and recruitment of red drum 
larvae from spawning sites to sea grass nursery habitats. Kirsten Poling was runner-up and received 
honorable mention for her talk on "Sensory structure and function in larvae of two related fishes". Her 
major advisor is Lee Fuiman. 

UTMSI was well-represented at this joint meeting of the AFS Early Life History Section, American Society 
of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists, and American Elasmobranch Society held in New Orleans on June 13-
19, 1996. Six students accompanied Lee, Scott and Joan and learned more than they might have imagined 
about fish and even sat in on some lectures on amphibians and reptiles. The students who are or will soon 
be doing advanced graduate research in larval fish ecology and development are Cynthia Faulk, Claire 
Fernandez, Sharon Herzka, Andy Soto and, of course, the two winners, Kirsten Poling and Jay Rooker. 
Some time was squeezed in for socials at the Aquarium of the Americas, the House of Blues, and a few 
jaunts into the French Quarter. -Joan Holt 

MAJOR HIJINKS BY MSI STUDENTS AT NEW ORLEANS CONFERENCE 

Those who attended the 76th Annual Meeting of the American Society of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists 
in New Orleans, Louisiana on June 13-19 managed to accumulate a few experiences worth sharing with 
those (unfortunate ones) that stayed behind. It all began on the flight to New Orleans, where Andy Soto 
quickly earned the respect of his seat companions and flight crew during his first airplane ride. After 
hanging on to Mr. and Mrs. John Doe during takeoff, he was bestowed Southwest's special "wings" as an 
award for his courage, friendliness and vocal abilities. Upon arrival at the Hotel Intercontinental, the hotel 
reservation of Andy, Jay Rooker and Kirsten Poling seemed to have been misplaced. In compensation, the 
hotel staff provided them with a room on the Governor's Floor, which was accessed by a special key fitting 
into a high-tech computerized slot in the elevator. During their stay in the penthouse, they enjoyed marble 
floors, special breakfasts, smoked salmon at tea time and a cozy bathrobe (albeit only one). After the first 
day of the conference, Lee Fuiman led the gang to Pat O'Briens to enjoy Hurricanes, after which everyone 
proceeded to roam Bourbon Street following a trail that, had it been captured with Ed Buskey's motion 
analysis system, would be practically indistinguishable from a copepod's roaming path. That same night, 
Andy Soto made his mark at the Crescent City Brewery, where he was remembered by the waiters two days 
later. It was at this historical landmark where Sharon Herzka managed to provide Dr. Doherty (the 
inventor of the light-trap) with a rose-colored future by "dipping" his glasses in her wine. Everyone that 
attended the social events at the State Aquarium and the House of Blues highly recommended these two 
spots, particularly when combined with an unlimited supply of "refreshments" scattered throughout the 
premises. The intellectual demands of the conference combined took their toll eventually, Kirsten found 
Jay and Andy lounging by the hotel's pool while supposedly working out, while Sharon had a close 
encounter of the third kind with a ghost during a short mid-day nap. Although it was Cindy Faulk that 
tried to escape the meeting to go on an intimate tour outlining the life of the Voodoo Queen, it was Claire 
Fernandez that found her future written on tarot cards in the French Quarter; you'll be glad to know things 
look good. By the way, Cindy did bring back a voodoo doll, but its name is currently unknown. The last 
night, while all of UTMSI's members attending the conference headed out for a last taste of New Orleans, 
Joan Holt accidentally misplaced Scott. Fortunately, she did notice upon arrival at a bar (10 blocks away 
from the hotel) and was able to locate him at the hotel's bar in nice company. Overall, we think that MSI's 
50th Anniversary Celebration should be held in New Orleans. -Sharon Herzka 
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I was delighted to receive both a letter and an article (How the Institute got its 
permanent building) from H. T. Odum. In addition to the shenanigans ofE. J. 
Lund, which HTO credits with getting the first permanent building at Port A, 
HTO modestly fails to mention that he obtained significant grant funds from 
both NSF and NIH (and earlier from the Rockefeller Foundation) to 
substantially augment the state funding and get the Institute launched in those 
early years and the new permanent construction underway. A special thanks 
to Christine Ritter for her help with this issue, although a few of us who know 
Russ might not use her exact word for how we miss him (dearly). Thanks to 

Joan Holt and Sharon Herzka for their duet contributions (accidental rather than rehearsed I think) 
on the New Orleans meeting. It will be a while until you see another issue of the Lazarette Gazette 
as I leave on vacation Monday. I expect to return to find we have a new director, the drought ended, 
a charismatic Dole and a consistent Clinton. How about that-two oxymorons in a single sentence. 

-John Thompson 

Weather Report for June 2-23 

-Tony Amos 
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Tide Predictions for July (For tidal heights at the tide tower, South Jetty, the Aransas Pass. Heights 
are in feet above or below mean sea level. The shaded area is nighttime. Remember, this is tidal height, not 
tidal current. Slack water is when the wiggly line crosses the MSL line, not at peaks and valleys, where the 
tidal current will be a full flood or ebb.) 

JUL 1996; CENTRAL DAYLIGHT TIME 
SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI 
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